
Twenty Third Sunday in Ordinary Time September 5
th

 2021 

Introduction 

 In today’s gospel reading, Jesus makes contact with a 

world that is alien to most of us, namely the world of the deaf. 

We have some members of the deaf community who worship 

with us here every weekend. There are certain disabilities that 

can isolate a person such as the inability to speak or to see or 

hear as with the man in today’s gospel. Thanks to Braille and 

Sign Language many of these obstacles are overcome. 

 Can we who see with our eyes, still somewhat be blind? 

Can we who speak with our lips still fail to communicate what 

counts? Can we who hear with our ears can still be deaf in 

some important ways . 

 St James in today’s second reading describes something 

we all know about, --- discrimination, --- favoritism and--- 

prejudice. We are very quick to judge people by superficial 

standards by--- looks and image. The readings today remind us 

that we need the gifts of sight, --- of hearing --- and of speech-- 

to see as Christ sees,--- to hear as He hears ,--- to speak as He 

speaks.  

 We are a culture preoccupied with image. St James today’s 

second reading calls us to look beneath appearances in people 

we meet to a deeper image,--- the image of God inside every 



human being ,--- to look past the clothes and the skin color ,--- 

to the person within. Every individual, though not as physically 

attractive as others may be,-- has a value , worth in God’s sight.       

  

 Can we see in them what Jesus sees .That is a question for 

each of us . We need the gift of sight or insight, to look beneath 

the surface to see in each individual a fellow creature with fears 

and hopes a human being in need of redemption , and a person 

may be ignored by others but deeply loved by Christ .  

 AMEN. 


